
YEAR 4 Spring 2 Weekly Spelling List 1

W/B: 24.02.20

This Week’s Spelling Rule: auto, circ and anti

This week we are exploring the following prefixes: auto, circ and anti. 

The pop star is autographing her autobiography. Under the circumstances I anticipated a 
longer queue.

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 
(Topic words)

autograph
automatic
autopsy
automobile

circumference
circumnavigate
circumstance
circle

antiseptic
anti-clockwise

What do you think these 
prefixes mean?

1. Auto
2. Circ
3. Anti

Hint – use a dictionary to 
explore the definitions 
of your spelling list words

continue
describe
decide
different
difficult

Maths homework p.28



YEAR 4 Spring 2 Weekly Spelling List 2

W/B: 02.03.20

This Week’s Spelling Rule: trans, tele, bi, sub and super

This week, we explore words with the following prefixes: trans, tele, 
bi, sub and super.

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 

(topic words)
bicycle
bisect

telephone
television

transmit
transport

submarine
subdivide

superman
supermarket

Find the definition of 
the following words in 
a dictionary:

1. biplane
2. bilingual
3. bifocal
4. telegraph
5. telepathy
6. transatlantic
7. translate
8. submerge

disappear
early
earth
eighth
enough

Maths homework p.29



YEAR 4 Spring 2 Weekly Spelling List 3

W/B: 09.03.20

This Week’s Spelling Rule: ship and hood

This week, we explore words with the following suffixes: ship and
hood.

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 

(Topic words)
membership
partnership
ownership
workmanship
championship
craftsmanship

childhood
knighthood
motherhood
neighbourhood

These words have other 
suffixes. Some have more 
than one suffix. 

Copy the words and write 
the suffix or suffixes next 
to each one.

E.g.

Worthlessness = less     ness

1. worthlessness
2. carelessness
3. replaceable
4. movement
5. foolishness
6. interestingly
7. temptation

exercise
experience
experiment
extreme
famous

Maths homework p.30



YEAR 4 Spring 2 Weekly Spelling List 4

W/B: 16.03.20

This Week’s Spelling Rule: ch, que and gue

The words that we will explore this week have all originally come from the French
language.

Words with ch, which sound like sh, are often from the French language.

E.g. chalet, brochure.

More words ending with que (sound like k) and gue (sound like g) were also from 
French.

E.g. unique, antique, tongue, league

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 
(Topic words)

chef
machine
brochure
parachute
moustache

antique
unique

league
tongue
catalogue

Here are some more 
unusual ch words that 
have come from the 
French language. Can you 
find the definition of 
each one?

1. Ricochet
2. Machete
3. Crochet
4. Chaperone
5. Chandelier
6. Quiche
7. Charade
8. cache

favourite
February
forward
fruit
grammar

Maths homework p.41



YEAR 4 Spring 2 Weekly Spelling List 5

W/B: 23.03.20

This Week’s Spelling Rule: igh

This week we will explore words with igh.

Chilli Challenge 1
(Words you must know)

Chilli Challenge 2 Chilli Challenge 3 
(Topic words)

height
sighed
sighing

mightily
tighten

lightening
flight

righteous
brightly
frightening

Root words with igh can 
often have prefixes or 
suffixes added to them. 
Make a list of words that 
can be made from these 
root words. The first one is 
done to help you.

1. Light – lights, 
lighting, lighter, 
lighten, enlighten, 
lightening

2. bright
3. fright
4. high
5. might
6. right
7. sight

group
guard
guide
heard
heart
height

Maths homework p.51


